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No solutions in sight for SLO’s homeless, only problems
California houses 10.9
percent o f the nation’s
homeless. There are 3
million homeless nation
wide. At any time there
are from 35 to 100
homeless in San Luis Obispo.
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By Heidi Linkenbach
S t> ft W riter____________________

The homeless in San Luis Obipso
have a problem and it’s not just that
they are without places to live. The
problem is that without permanent ad
dresses it’s next to impossible to quali
fy for welfare, food stamps or subsidiz
ed housing grants.

if

Furthermore, children living with
parents at a non-permanent address are
unable to enroll in school.
These are some of the reasons that
the city of San Luis Obispo agreed to
give $10,000 to shelter the homeless at
a City Council meeting Thursday. The
council also called on the county to
pitch in, and asked the Board of
Supervisors for a joint public meeting
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Scouts get together
New national organization exclusively
form s at Poly and is looking fo r members
fo r student and faculty Eagle Scouts
By Diane Wright
SUflW fitar____________

Students and faculty who are
Eagle Scouts are being asked to
join a national Eagle Scout
chapter being formed at Cal Po
ly.
Tom Lebens, an electronic
engineering major, is on a steer
ing committee of the national
organization and is trying to
locate Eagle Scouts on campus.
Richard H. Schmidt, scout ex
ecutive for the Santa Lucia Area
Council of Boy Scouts of
America said, “ Our main purpose
is to make the flame of scouting
rekindle in people who have let it

die over the years.’’
Schmidt said only 1 to 2 per
cent of all Boy Scouts nationwide
attain the rank of Eagle Scout.
The council’s list of Eagle Scouts
in San Luis Obispo County con
tains more than 200 names and
ranges from a man who earned
the rank in 1925 to 20-year-old
Cal Poly students.
About 25 Eagle Scouts and
their guests attended a barbecue
at Mission Plaza Friday.
“ We had a good time meeting
with each other,’’ Lebens said.
Donald Cone, resources vice
president and public relations
representative of the Santa Lucia
Area Council, said he is not
aware of any other universities
that have a national Eagle Scout
chapter, but he said he assumes
there are some.
Cone said Scout-A-Rama,
which will be held at Mission
Plaza on Nov. 7 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., might be of interest to
Eagle Scouts , at Cal Poly. Cone
said it will show Eagle Scouts
from other areas of California
and the United States what Boy
Scouts in the Santa Lucia Area
Council are accomplishing.
Another event will be CampO-Ree-Camporal, which is sched
uled for spring. Scouting groups
compete with each other on
levels of scouting skills at a
Sec SCOUTS, page 4

to find some solutions to the homeless
problem.
The $10,000 will be given out to
groups which house the homeless such
as People’s Shelter, Zedakah and the
Salvation Army.
At any time, there are from 35 to 100
homeless people citywide, said Hank
Alberts, interim chairman of the San
Luis Obispo County American Civil
Liberties Union. The ACLU is a group
of citizens organized to protect in
dividuals whose civil liberties are being
violated. In the case of the homeless,
this includes the freedoms lost when
they can’t get a job, receive an educa
tion or exercise basic rights, such as
voting.
Robert McGinn, president of the San
Luis Obispo Ministerial Association,
contends that since the problem is
countywide, the solution must be coun
tywide. “ We have the obligation to
welcome the stranger into our midst,’’
he said. His group helps the homeless
by supplying food and temporary
shelter. They are also beginning a pro
gram where each church in the city will
shelter the homeless for one month. The
Seventh-Day Adventist church will be
the first
to shelter the homeless,
beginning in November.
The Z adakah H ouse, another
organization committed to helping the
homeless, is really a bus, equipped with
eight bunks, which picks up transients
at Mitchell Park and drives them to the
Atascadero State Park campground,
where they can sleep peacefully and
legally.
“ We are not a rehab center,’’ said
Sec HOMELESS, bock pag

DUI enforcement officer stresses
education, apprehension o f drivers
By Coleen Bondy

s ta ff W riter

Too close to the curb, the
driver of the car ahead suddenly
swerves to the middle of the
street, overcorrecting for the
mistake. The driver drifts slowly
toward the curb again, and
repeats the earlier movements.
Joan DuPuis, the new driving-under-the-influence enforce
ment officer for the San Luis
Obispo Police Department, needs
no more evidence that this driver
may be having an alcohol-related
problem. She pulls up close
behind him, turns on the red and
blue lights of the police car, and
signals for the driver to pull over.
Walking up to the window of
the driver's side, she asks him for
his license and explains to him
that he was swerving all over the
road.
DuPuis asks him to please step
out of the car. She faces him
squarely and says, “ Now I want
you to be honest with me. How
much have you had to drink
tonight?’’
The driver almost invariably
answers two — two beers, two
glasses of wine, or two cocktails.
And he hasn’t had a drink for an
hour or so.
She will continue with ques
tions about how much sleep he
had the rxight before, what he
had for dinner, and over what
period of time he was drinking.
All of these factors play a role in
how alcohol affects a person.
DuPuis then administers a
series of tests. The driver is ask
ed to walk a line, heel-to-toe, 10
steps forward and nine steps
back. He is asked to stand with
his feet' together, eyes closed and

ges a drunken driver encounter.

head tilted to the stars.
Swaying gives him away,
perhaps. Or else he fails to count
from 60 to 70 forward, and 50 to
40 backward. Depending on how
he performs on the tests, EhiPuis
must decide if she would want
this person driving on the same
road with someone she cared
about. For his sake, and the sake
of others, she must get the
drunken driver off the road.
Last Saturday night, DuPuis
pulled over about six or seven
cars. One person was lost, look
ing for the freeway. He had been
driving in the left-hand turn lane
down Monterey. Another driver
was too engrossed in a conversa
tion to notice that she had run
two stop lights.
Only one driver was deemed
too intoxicated to drive, after he
failed to* take *10 *steps f6fwai‘d '

and turn around and count out
nine steps back. He counted 16
steps in one direction, looked
around confusedly, and then
counted from 16 to 24 back the
other way. After performing
poorly on a number of other
tests, he was taken to the county
jail for a breath test.
“ We’re not out there to seek
and destroy,’’ said DuPuis of her
job. She is the only officer who
deals strictly with DUI enforce
ment, only called away when she
is necked for backup.
DuPuis enjoys public speaking,
which is probably a main reason
for her being chosen to be the
DUI enforcement officer for this
year. The police department is
stressing education and ap
prehension, two things that
DuPuis feels strongly about. She
Sec DUI, back page
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OPINION

A parallel universe
reveals only Ignorance
he is given the simpler tasks that the society has.
t one time, during my travels to the many
He does the housework, is involved in the home
countries of this world, I happened upon a
and school clubs and takes all the kids to their
society whose culture was so unique and different,
respective soccer games. The woman, on the other
that I thought it might be worthy of discussion.
hand, goes to the office every morning, waits for
At first glance, it might seem to be the same as
dinner to be put in front of her and always has first
any of the multitude of other societies on this
dibs on the paper on
planet. But, when conSunday mornings. She is
sidered more closely, it
also the family’s instruc
re v e a ls
its
a lm o s t
tor of religion.
unbelieveable oddities.
Every Thursday after
It seems that its inhab
noon
(that’s their Sab
itants worship, of all
bath), she leads her fami
things, brusseUs sprouts.
ly out into the backyard
I know it’s hard to be
garden, and they have
lieve, but legend has it
their religious service.
that the forefathers of
Every
family has its own
this culture can be nar
g arden
o f brussells
rowed down to two peo
sprouts, and each wor
ple: Ion and Dawn. These
ships it in a different
two people were simple
way. Some just pray
vegetarian farmers when
silently, while others
the world was first
start a sing-along, prais
created, and they lived
ing the vegetable for bringing them out of desola
quiet lives. They resided in a place that was situ
tion and into the wonderful world that they live in
ated on the eastern-most border of a vast swamp.
now. The woman is also the holder of the sacred
Because the swamp did not offer a great variety
Rule Book.
of things to eat, they were constantly searching for
This book lays out the laws by which they lead
new sources of food. Over the years, they had
their
lives. If there is ever a question about
looked almost everywhere for something different,
whether
or not something should be done, the Rule
but they were never to enter a certain bog, known
Book is always there to be consulted. It also helps
to them only as Ignorance. One day, when Dawn
the
people to understand the afterlife. It says that
was out scouting for new foods, she happened to
^
|ou
do not worship vour brusseUs sprouts, and
spot a peculiar-looking plant that she had never
seen before. The only problem was that in was in
the bog. So, in Ignorance, she picked one of the
plant’s seeds and quickly ran home and planted it.
All of a sudden, there arose a mighty voice from
the ground, and it said unto Dawn, “ Thou hast
done a great deed. Thou hast set me free from Ig
norance, and thou shalt be blessed in the eyes of ail
for your courageous act.” The voice continued,
” Thou shalt never again be burdened by searching
for food. Thou shalt, from this point on, reside in a
treat them with respect, along with all other
place of beauty and life, away from the grim days
vegetation on Earth, you will be condemned to live
of the swamp. Thou shalt rule over your compa
out eternity in Ignorance. On the other hand, if you
nion, for your courage has shown you worthy.”
do your duty, and follow the rules as they’re laid
Dawn looked toward the voice in awe, and asked
out, you’ll spend the afterlife in a place as wonder
only one question of this entity: ” What shall I call
ful as the world they live in today.
this being, that has set us free from our misery and
This is, of course, the oddest of the multitude of
given us a new life?” There was a silence, then a
societies on Earth. It is an example of what can
voice, ‘‘Thou shalt call it brussells sprouts.”
happen when a story of legend becomes accepted
This story has been handed down through many
generations, and it has been this society’s primary
as the universal truth. Again, this is a primitive
source for its cultural development. This is quite
culture, that can, in no way, shape or form, be
obvious when you consider, perhaps, a single fami
compared with our own. For instance, our culture
and society would never decide which is the supe
ly*
rior sex by a simple act done in ignorance. It’s too
The woman is responsible for having the
children, but that’s as far as it goes. From the
intelligent for that. Yes, much, much too in
moment they are brought home, the man takes
telligent for that.
over the responsibility for raising them. Since he
Alison Skratt is a junior journalism mojor.
was the meek one and did not stray inio Ignorance,

A

Reporter’s notebook

From the moment the kids are
brought home, the man takes
responsibitity for raising
them. Since he is the meek one,
he is given the simpier tasks.
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Letters to the editor,
Mustang

The educational burden is your own
Editor:
Regarding John Astad and his
letter of Oct. 12, we respect your
expertise in this area, namely
educational theory, as evidenced
by your extensive background in
it. Thirteen weeks of exposure to
this university is hardly enough
to qualify you as an expert on
ANY facet of the system.
We think that your emotional,
irresponsible slams aimed at Cal
Poly are merely disguises for

some deep-rooted distaste for
Scantrons. How do you justify
your statement about instructors
not caring whether or not the
students learn their material?
Don’t make the mistake of
misplacing the burden of YOUR
education. If YOU don’t learn
the material, don’t expect to be
spoon fed.
Any knowledge of senior pro
jects will tell you that, in a
preponderance of cases, the
completed project entails much
analysis and writing. 1 won’t
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even touch on your assertion
that the JWT is but another ef
fort to get us to turn off our
minds. Good luck passing it. In
cidentally, the sciences at this
university are perhaps the most
homework-intensive of all sub
jects offered.
Do the readers of the Daily,
and yourself, a favor by submit
ting an apology for this editorial
atrocity.
— Joe Selther
— Kelly Packer

by Berke Breathed
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encourages readers*
opinions, criticisms and comments. Let
ters should be submitted to Room 226
o f the Graphic Arts Building, Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, Calif., 93407.
Letters should be shorter than 250
words, must be typed and include the
writer’s signature and phone number.
Editors reserve the right to edit all
letters for length and style and omit
libelous statements. Letters will not be
published without the writer’s name.
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Bakersfield police face riot
after Fat Boys gig canceled

Bush announces candidacy,
offers U.S. stable leadership

BAKERSFIELD, Calif. (AP) — Police officers were
met by a barrage of rocks and bottles when they formed
a scrimmage line and pushed back a crowd of 2,000 that
rioted when a Fat Boys concert was canceled.
Several members of the crowd at the Kern County
Fairgrounds earlier pulled the event's promoter from his
car, beat him and overturned the vehicle, according to a
sheriffs statement.
At least three concert-goers were arrested after Sun
day night's melee on charges ranging from failing to
disperse to felony assault on a peace officer and felony
assault on a police dog, according to Kern County
sheriffs Sgt. Wim Leijder.
The cancellation announcement came about 90
minutes after the scheduled start of the show, according
to witnesses.
At the same time, a group of concert-goers spotted the
promoter, Marvin Adams of Hollywood, getting into his
1985 Mercedes with show receipts.
"Then they pulled him out and beat him up,” said
Darcie Powell, 14. ‘‘He was all bloody.”

HOUSTON (AP) — Vice President George Bush, say
ing America needs strong and stable leadership instep
of ‘‘radical new directions,” today declared his candidacy
for the 1988 Republican presidential nomination.
‘‘For seven years now, I have been with a president,
and I have seen what crosses that big desk,” Bush said.
‘‘And who should sit at that desk? I am that man.”
In a wide-ranging announcement speech in his
hometown of Houston, the vice president signaled that
he would hew closely to President Reagan’s major policy
stands, both in domestic and foreign (>olicy areas.

No one injured after bomb
explodes in Clear Lake bank
CLEAR LAKE, Calif. (AP) — An explosive device
was tossed through a window of a Bank of America
branch, shaking the building when it went off and shat
tering windows but causing no injuries, according to an
officer of the bank.
‘‘It went through the center window and there is glass
all over the place,” Joyce Spanos, a branch section
manager for the bank, said of Sunday night’s blast.
The type of device used was not immediately deter
mined, according to a police department statement
issued Monday morning that described the damage as
‘‘moderate.”
Spanos said there was no one in the building when the
blast took place at about 10:10 p.m.
Spanos said she had received no notes, calls or other
indications of the reason behind the explosion.
There was speculation the blast may have been con
nected with a robbery at a grocery store, possibly as a
diversion.
The blast occurred about five minutes after an alarm
went off at the store.

Man who killed 7 in rampage
denied release from hospital

Japanese researcher awarded
Nobel prize for disease work

SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — A judge ruled Monday
that a former Cal State Fullerton janitor, who killed
seven people during a library shooting rampage 11 years
ago, was unfit for release from a state mental hospital.
Orange County Superior Court Judge Donald McCartin said Edward Allaway, 47, had not recovered suffi
ciently for release from high-security Atascadero State
Hospital, where he has been confined since his trial end
ed in 1977.
Jurors found Allaway innocent by reason of insanity
after the 1976 campus massacre in which he killed seven
co-workers while walking through the library firing a
.22-caliber rifle. Two others were wounded.
Allaway filed a motion for partial release, saying he
was sufficiently recovered to be placed in a community
outpatient program, which would permit him to live in a
halfway house.
McCartin also denied a request by Allaway to be
transferred to the less restriaive Patton State Hospital
in San Bernardino. The judge said such decisions should
be left to the state Department of Mental Health.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — Susumu Tonegawa, a
Japanese researcher working in the United States, won
the Nobel Prize in medicine Monday for discovering how
the body makes millions of antibodies to fight disease.
His findings could help improve vaccines and make
organ transplants safer, said the Nobel Assembly of the
Karolinska Institute, which awards the prize.
Hans Wigzell of the institute said Tonegawa’s
research also may be significant in fighting such
diseases as acquired immune deficiency syndrome, or
AIDS, which destroys the body’s immune system.
At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge, where he has worked since 1981, the 48year-old Tonegawa told reporters:
‘‘The problem of how our body can respond to so many
different kinds of pathogens was one of the most hotly
debated issues in immunology. We did not understand
how that happened.
‘‘It turned out that, contrary to what many people
thought, genes can change during the life cycle of the
individual.”
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BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — Former U.S. Army
medic Barry Huntoon left Monday for Vietnam to bring
back the half-Vietnamese girl he fathered 15 years ago
but has never met.
Huntoon, of Paradise, Calif., departed on an Air
France flight for Ho Chi Minh City to bring back Tran
Thi Tuyet Mai, whose face he saw for the first time in
the picture magazine Life two years ago.
He had left behind his Vietnamese girlfriend, nine
months pregant with Mai, and returned to the United
States in 1972 after completing his tour of duty.
Accompanying Huntoon, 38, was attorney Bruce
Bums, who helped him try to resettle Mai and six other
half-Vietnamese children of other fathers. Burns works
for Amerasian Registry, a private voluntary agency in
San Jose, Calif., that helps reunite so-called Amerasians
with their American fathers.
Huntoon said he lost all contact with his girlfriend
after the war ended in 1975 as the Communists overran
the U.S.-backed South Vietnam government.
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Jackson’s campaign not reminiscent of 1984
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) —
Jesse Jackson’s 1984 presiden
tial race posed a dilemma for
black political leaders that was
as stark in Alabama as anywhere
in the nation.
That dilemma — whether to
stand by the first black man to
run for president or support a
more electable, white candidate
— literally split apart Alabama's
black community. Elsewhere,
black leaders were also torn be

tween Jackson and Walter F.
Mondale, the Democratic front
runner with a long history of
support for black causes.
As Jackson begins his 1988
campaign, he paces the Demo
cratic field, at least in the public
opinion polls, and the "new”
Jesse is running a mainstream
campaign and striking a more
cont^iatory tone.
” 1984 is behind us. 1984 has
nothing to do with tonight. 1988

can stand on its own legs,”
Jackson said Friday night at a
recep tio n
in
M ontgom ery
designed to heal some of the
wounds left by his first cam
paign.
In 1984, A labam a’s black
political caucus, the Alabama
Democratic Conference, endorsed
Mondale because Jackson was
late entering the race and lacked
a strong organization. Jackson
ended up third in Alabama

behind Mondale and Gary Hart.
The ADC’s decision split the
powerful caucus. Older, political
ly experienced members main
tained their allegiance to the
group while Jackson’s supporters
— mostly young and middle-aged
professionals — left to form a
new political network, the
Alabama New South Coalition.
Jackson’s 1988 campaign team
in Alabama includes many New
South members, but Friday

night he attempted to pick up
ADC support by attending an
informal reception with more
than 100 members.
*T’d like to think whatever
friction existed in 1984 has been
ironed out for the better,” ADC
Chairman Joe Reed said.
Tuskegee Mayor Johnny Ford
agreed. ” At this point Jackson
has the edge” for the ADC en
dorsement, he said.
See JACKSON, page 5

SCOUTS

A fraternity called Alpha Phi
Omega existed at Cal Poly sev
eral years ago. This fraternity
was for former Boy Scouts, but
not specifically for Eagle Scouts.
Cone said at one time in the past.

initiations to this fraternity got a
little out of hand and it was
dissolved.
The Cal Poly Eagle Scout
Association is strictly for Eagle
Scouts and is not a part of Alpha

Phi Omega.
"There is a neat city-campus
relationship here,” Cone said,
adding the civic and moral re
sponsibility of Eagle Scouts
would be an asset to the local
community.
Schmidt said the scouting
program is strong in the Santa
Lucia Council. "The need is great
and we ask everyone we can to
help. Hopefully we can get some

of the Eagle Scouts active when
they have some time,” he said.
Cone said the council realizes
that college students are busy
and their primary concern should
be getting an education. The area
of service to the local community
is a secondary goal in forming a
chapter at Cal Poly. The primary
purpose is for fellowship with
other Eagle Scouts.
Students and faculty wishing
Ito be a part of the association
¡can submit their names and ad
dresses to the council office at
1123 Mill St. or call 543-5766.

I'rom page 1
weekend camp at Camp French
on Lopez Lake.
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Poly’s place in space
Aeronautical engineering students
design award-winning space vehicle
By Kristin Roncnrati
staff Writer

A group of 10 Cal Poly
aeronautical engineering stu
dents won first place in a na
tional contest to design a spacestation-based rescue vehicle.
The 10-member group entered

concept for the space-station
emergency vehicle.
The project was described by
Lang as a rescue type vehicle
that can be attached to a space
station for use in case of an
emergency. The project will allow
astronauts to “ jump in and zip
on back to earth/* said Lang.

be attached to a space
station and used as
emergency transportation for returning to
earth.
their design in Allied Corpora
tion’s 15th annual team design
competition, one of three annual
student competitions sponsored
by the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics.
The Cal Poly group competed
with 24 other university teams
from around the nation.
Senior Derek Lang and Steven
Merrihew (who graduated last
June) headed the engineering
group.
Lang said the group was sur
prised their project won first
place.“ This was a first time for
us all to put something together
and see how we did.*’
The students will receive a
first-place award of $1,000 and a
certificate for their 95-page
report which outlined the design

focuses on space research and
design, a lot of the research had
to be learned from scratch.
The students spent approxi
mately 1,500 hours developing
proposals for the vehicle’s nine
systems — electrical power,
communications, structures, in
formation and data management,
thermal protection, environmen
tal control, navigation guidance
and control and propulsion.
Other team members who
worked on the project were
Christopher
Brown,
Naseer
Khan, David Mounkes, Alex
ander Orosz, Lee Perón, Lisa
Won and juniors Joyce Byrne
and Stephanie Los. The students
were advised on the project by
mechanical engineering professor
William Patterson.

Former deliveryman
paints rice accurately
WEST FRANKFORT,
111.
(AP) — Many painters think of
themselves as starving artists,
but David Stevens is one of the
few who could actually eat his
work. One of his specialties is
painting the Statue of Liberty on
a single grain of rice.
“ At the risk of sounding vain,
I think I’ve got a talent that’s
out of the ordinary,’’ said
Stevens, 29, an unemployed
deliveryman whose formal ar
tistic training consists of a single
high school art class.
He said he discovered his
knack one day about three years
ago when he was bored and his
wife, who painted ceramics, had
her materials out.
Using a quarter-size rock for
his canvas, Stevens painted an
ocean scene with a bright yellow

sunset, a tiny island with palm
trees and a galleon.
“ I thought with the smallest
surface it won’t take as long,’’
Stevens said. “ In a couple of
hours, I’d have a finished pro
duct.’’
Six weeks and several rocks
later, he was challenged.
“ A guy saw some of the stones
and he said, 'That’s fine. But the
day you paint the Statue of
Liberty on a grain of rice. I’ll buy
it from you,’’’ he said.
Stevens obliged, though the
Sec RICE, page 9

must b e 21 years or older
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Angry brown-baggers left longing, law officers
lay few lures, but Lock Ness lunch lifter lays low
— everyone has all their
lunches gone through.
It’s like the Loch Ness
M o n ster. And there
hasn’t been a sighting
yet.’’
The hungry pilferer is
selective. The lunches are
each opened and exam
ined, before anything, or
the whole thing, is taken,
said Berrett. Prosecution
is not out of the question
if the lunch nabber is
caught, he added.

By April Karys
staff Writer

hen secretaries on
the third floor of
the A dm inistra
tion Building went to the
lounge last week to get
their lunches from the
refrigerator, they found
their meals riHed. At
least one brown bag was
missing.
The mysterious lunch
nabber had struck again.

W

“ It’s happened at least three times in the last
year,’’ said one secretary, who asked not be iden
tified. “ It’s frustrating, because we are rushed in
the morning to make these lunches, and some of us
don’t bring extra money. Mine was taken last time
and it was a good lunch — homemade fried
chicken.’’
Ray Berrett, university investigations officer,
said he doesn’t know if the thief is a student or
staff member.
“ They’ll strike three or four times, then quit for
a couple of months,’’ said Berrett. “ Then, wham!

Jackson
From page 4
Ford backed Mondale in 1984
because, he said, Jackson had no
chance.
“ This time,” he said, “ you’re
looking at a new Jesse Jackson.
He’s much more mature and he’s
appealing to a broader base —
working class whites.”
Ford, president of the World
Conference of Mayors and a
long-time political force in
Alabama, said Jackson has
started focusing on economics,
which is the No. 1 concern of
blacks and whites, and has
learned how to sell himself to
Southerners, who will choose a
third of the national convention
delegates next March 8.
“ Jesse is more conservative
than he was four years ago,”
Ford said.
Another ADC member, state
Rep. John Buskey, agreed with
Ford that “ this group is pro
bably leaning toward Jesse
Jackson. One reason is none of
the other candidates have stood
out above the crowd.”
Buskey said that when the
ADC meets Dec. 5 to endorse a
candidate, Jackson’s campaign
can’t be dismissed as it was in
1984. “ Reverend Jackson has
done a better job of organizing.
His campaign is being viewed as
more serious,” he said.
Buskey’s brother, state Rep.

“ A theft is a theft,” he said,
twinkie, or whatever.”

‘Whether it’s a

Campus police considered placing an alarm in the
women’s lounge to catch the thief, but all alarm
systems are in use elsewhere, said Berrett. They
have placed a sign above the third floor women’s
lounge indicating only authorized personnel are
allowed there. Also the door has been locked.
“ There are some angry brown-baggers in the
Administration Building,” Berrett said. “ And they
want action taken.”

James Buskey, was one of the
Jackson supporters who left the
ADC to form the Alabama New
South Coalition. The Mobile
politician has not, however,
jumped on the Jackson team.
“ Even though the New South
broke with the old organization
over Jesse Jackson’s candidacy,
the New South has gone in a new
direction,” he said.
James Buskey rates Jackson
the front-runner in Alabama, but
he said his strength is concen
trated in three of the state’s
seven congressional districts.
Because A labam a’s delegate
selection system is based on
congressional districts, Jackson
“ may get the most popular vote

but he won’t win the most dele
gates,” James Buskey said.
Also, James Buskey said, “ I do
not think Jesse Jackson can get
the majority of the delegates to
the Democratic convention.”
Because of that, he said, the
New South Coalition must “ have
lively debate” about the other
Democratic candidates when it
meets in Mobile next month to
make an endorsement.
Reed, however, may have
found a way out of the Jackson
dilemma for black political
groups. He got »he ADC
members to pass a resolution
Saturday that provides a safety
hatch if Jackson’s candidacy
falters.
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Mustang Daily Classified Advertising Order Form
Please Attach Your Check to This Form
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------------------------------------------

_

Address__

AD RATES

Telephone

Ad runs 1-3 days. . . $ 1 per line per day
4-5 days.. . 90c per line per day
6 + days.. . 80c per line per day

(2-Line Minimum)

Date

Social Security
Ad starts____

Times to run

To calculate cost of ad:
(Two line minimum per day)
Number of lines used below ______ X $_______per line = $
$_______X_______number of days ad runs =$__________
bold linesX
_days
=$.

Ads turned in by 10 AM
may start running on:
M onday.............................................
.............. Wednesday
Tuesday .............................................
.................. Thursday
Wednesday.........................................
........................Friday
Thursday...........................................
.................... Monday
Friday...................................................
...................Tuesday

Total Amount Due
=$
Boldface $1 Extra Per Day / Per Line

Check appropriate classification:
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7 Greek News
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I I Lost & Found
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23 Ride Share
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Amount Paid $.
Check # ________ Date___
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35 Bicycles
37 Automobiles
39 Roommates
41 Rental Housing
43 Homes for Sale

All classified advertising is subject to final approval by the General Manager of
Mustang Daily and may be rejected by the General Manager for any reason prior to
deadline Classified advertising for Mustang Daily is accepted with the provision
that, in the event of error, Mustang Daily will not assume any resp>onsibility for
credit or financial remuneration beyond the cost of the advertisement in question.
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Lightweight breathabie
upper, tri-densKy
.compression molded
EVA midsole,
sold in
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S. Korean government approves reformed constitution
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — The
National Assembly overwhelmingly ap
proved a new constitution Monday that
would allow direct presidential elections
and bring other democratic reforms
following stormy demonstrations last
June.
“ It’s a historical document. We have
opened a new era,’’ said Rep. Lee Min-sup,
spokesman for the governing Democratic
Justice Party.
Government and opposition legislators
joined to pass the measure by a 254-4
vote. Officials expect a national referen
dum Oct. 27, and predict the measure will
pass easily. It would then become law
when a new president is scheduled to take
office.
“ We hope it will lay down a firm foun

dation for our march toward democrat
ization and politics through dialogue,’’
said Rep. Kim Hyun-kyu, floor leader of
the main opposition Reunification Demo
cratic Party.
It was the first constitution jointly
drafted by rival political groups since
South Korea won independence in 1945.
The new constitution strengthens the
role of parliament by reducing the power
of the president and restoring parliamen
tary rights to audit and inspect state af
fairs. It also improves provisions for press
freedom and a free labor movement.
It was rewritten after President Chun
Doo-hwan bowed to opposition demands
to hold direct presidential elections and
enact other political reforms after nation
wide anti-government protests in June.

The opposition complained that the old
electoral college system of choosing a
president favored the party in power.
An election, the first direct president
balloting in 16 years, will be held before
Dec. 20 to pick a successor to Chun, whose
term expires Feb. 24.
Roh Tae-woo, president of the governing
party, and Kim Young-sam, president of
the Reunification Democratic Party, have
declared they will run.
Kim Dae-jung, also of the Reunification
Democrats, is expected to announce his
candidacy soon. Kim Jong-pil, a former
prime minister under the late president
Park Chung-hee, also has indicated he
would enter the race.
Amid growing concern that the split be
tween Kim Young-sam and Kim Dae-jung

would benefit Roh, 13 members of the op
position party called Monday for the
selection of a single candidiate by a party
ballot showdown.
The lawmakers from Reunification party
factions controlled by each of the two
Kims renewed proposals that they share
power in accordance with the result of a
presidential party convention. If one runs
in the election, the other could serve as
party president, they said.
The two Kims had pledged only one of
them would run for president, but then
each asked the other to bow out of the
race.
“ If both Kims decide to run for presi
dent, we will make an important decision,’*
the legislators said. The lawmakers did
not elaborate.

Chinese police are keeping the quiet in Tibet
LHASA, Tibet (AP) — Nema
Tsering sat in a dark corner of
the Jokhang Temple, his young
face twisted in pain by the
th o u g h t th a t T ib etan
in 
dependence might not be achiev
ed.
The 19-year-old monk tugged
at his burgundy robe as it slip
ped off his bare shoulder, and
said sadly, “ If the Dalai Lama
dies, then there is no hope.’’
As the novice monk voiced his
desire for an end to 37 years of
communist Chinese rule in Tibet,
more than 20 plainclothes police
stood guard over the temple, the
holiest in Tibetan Buddhism —
making clear that the gov
ernment will snuff out any in
dependence movement.
Nema Tsering was speaking
late on the afternoon of Oct. 7,
the 37th anniversary of the
Chinese army’s advance into
Tibet and the day on which many
predicted a new outbreak of vio
lent anti-Chinese dem onstra

tions. The day
without a stir.

had

passed,

He attributed the quiet to the
police show of force throughout
the city, and said trouble would
reoccur once the police left.
“ I’ve seen the posters,’’ he
said, referring to the pro
independence posters that went
up every morning, attracting
crowds of Tibetan readers before
Chinese officials tore them down.
“ The posters all said many
people have died. It is not right
for them to die for nothing,’’ he
said.
M onks d em o n strated for
Tibetan
independence
three
times in the past two weeks, wiii
an estimated 14 killed, including
three monks, in bloody riots ot,
Oct. 1. Nema Tsering, who u.u
not join the demonstrators, said
the monks represented the true
feelings of all Tibetans and were
not a fanatical minority.
Chinese authorities say Tibet
has been an integral part of

China for centuries. They blamed
the disturbances on former
prisoners and followers of the
Dalai Lama who ignore the feel
ings of the Tibetan people.
Nema Tsering explained that
monks were at the front lines of
the battle because they broke all
personal ties upon entering the
monastery and were in a better
position to sacrifice for the sake
of independence.
More than 100 monks were ar
rested for joining demonstra
tions. Most have since been
released.
Nema Tsering, a monk for two
years, did not consider violence
the right path to independence.
He said Tibetans look to the
United States and other coun
tries to help convince the Chinese
that history does not support
China’s claims to Tibet.
He said that once the Chinese
see their interpretation of history
is wrong, Chinese and Tibetans
can discuss the issue of an in

dependent Tibet and
peaceful understanding.

reach

a

However, Tibetans will never
settle for anything less than in
dependence with the Dalai Lama
as religious and political leader,
he said.
The Dalai Lama, considered a
god-king by Tibetans, fled China
in 1959 after an aborted rebellion
by his followers and now heads a
government in exile in India.
It is impossible for Chinese and
T ibetans to live to g eth er
peacefully because of their dif
ferences in religious beliefs,
Nema Tsering said.
“ Our lifestyle and their
lifestyle are completely op
posite,’’ he said. “ We believe in
Buddhism, they do not.’’
In recent years, the Chinese
g o v e rn m e n t r e s to r e d
an d
reopened many temples severely
damaged during the chaotic de
cade of the 1966-76 Cultural
Revolution. It also allowed
Tibetans to follow their religious

practices, but Nema Tsering said
the religious freedom they were
given is not enough.
“ They’ve spent a lot of money
restoring the temples, but it
can’t compensate for what was
destroyed,’’ he said.
He said even the higher stan
dard of living the Chinese
brought is not adequate compen
sation.
“ The Lamas say, living is not
most important, freedom is most
important. Even though life is
better than before, our hearts are
notât rest.’’
“ The Chinese say our lives are
better than before,’’ he said.
“ But our hearts are not as
peaceful as before. In the past,
life was not good, but now our
state of mind is not free.
He stopped and looked off to
where . his fellow monks were
seated in a row in front of hun
dreds of flickering candles, sway
ing to the rhythmic chanting of
prayers and mantas.
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manuf. sugg. retail $3.15

BASF

BASF
T-120 V id e o Panda Pack
manuf. sugg. retail $48,75

$1.99
Ray-O-Vac
A A B atteries 2 p a c k
manuf. sugg. retail $2.10/2 pack

$1.49/2 p a ck

$26.95

Sharp
PA-3100E T ypew riter

manuf. sugg. retail $199.95

$139.95

BELL Phones
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Sony
WM-68 Walkman®
(assorted colors)

Bell Roommate® Ttelephone
available in assorted colors....

manuf. sugg. retail $69.95

.$29.95

$44.95

manuf. sugg. retail $54.99
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RICE
From page 5

would-be customer disappeared.
Stevens says that, without us
ing a magnifying glass, he can
paint the Statue of Liberty —
down to the miniature yellow
torch — in 15 minutes.
It
measures one-quarter of an inch
tall, and one-sixteenth of an inch
wide.
To paint detail, he uses a brush
with only two or three hairs. He
glues the rice grain to a piece of
cardboard to keep it steady.
During a recent interview, he
painted a Canada goose in flight
in about 10 minutes, from its
tiny black beak to its plumage of
gray, white and black against a
light blue sky.
O ther pieces include 12
mallards in flight on a single
grain, artist’s, signature included.
And a tuxedo-clad gentleman be
fore a grand piano, with candles
burning on a candelabrum.
“ What’s so frustrating about it
is 1 found my niche in life, but 1
can’t use it,’’ Stevens said. “ I
can’t make a living off it.
“ I’ve cornered the market on a
non-existing market.’’

The most he has gotten for his
works at art shows in this town
of 10,000 in southern Illinois is
$30 for one rice grain, with $5
sales more common.
In addition to rice and rocks,
Stevens said he painted the face
of a watch for a friend obsessed
with game show celebrity Vanna

Brewski

White. He painted a nude por
trait of Ms. White from the waist
up.
“ His boss told him he couldn’t
wear it,’’ Stevens said, “ because
he works in a retail store.
“ He brought it back and I
painted a negligee on it. Now he
can wear it.’’

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

Bill Brzykcy
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“ Whew! You stink more than usual!
What did you have for lunch?”
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Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The hand on the left is poi.sed o il what could be the mcxst essential part
o f your education.
A .Macintosh'“ computer.
.\nd the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple, unadulter
ated fun.
A 1londa Scooter. One we're g i\ ing away.
.\11 you ha\e to do for a chance to d ri\ e it away is \ isii \o u r campus
computer center and fill out an en tiy form. W hile you're there, take a
.Macintash i()r a te.st drive.
Because .Macintosh can help you w rite term papers, categorize
elements o f the periodic table, plot the rise and fall o f pork-lx.dly
prices, compile com puter code, and talk U) other cximputers.
,\nd the first 2S0 people on campus w ho get Ix^hind a mouse, .so
to speak, w ill recei\e a free Apple" memo lx)ard.
So head over to your camp/us com ixiter center today. .\nd ask
about our Student Financing Program.
W ho knows? V)u may .soon find yourself cruising a little farther
than you expected.

^
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A Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.
Take a 5-m inute dem onstration
Enter Now - October 22
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Casio

FX-7000G S cien tific
C alculator
manuf. sugg.
retail $79.95

—$69,59

Sony

ICF-A-lOW C lo c k R adio
(assorted colors)
manuf. sugg. retail $44.95

$29.95

EPSON
Epson

Casio

Elite 100 T ypew riter

HEW LETT
PA CKA RD

FX-250
"Scientific C alculator

manuf. sugg. retail $249.95

$159.95

manuf. sugg. retail $14.95

$11.99
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Hewlett Packard

iL

HP-12C
Financial C alculator
manuf. sugg. retail $99.00

Receive a free
backpack with
purchase of a
TI-74 or TI-95
calculator.

$ 0 9 a 9 9 N e t Price After Rebate
LHextioI

BASF

LH-60 C a ssette

Tfexas
Instruments
TI-74 P rogram m ab le
C alculator

$10.00 rebate
coupon when
you purchase
an HP-12C.

manuf. sugg. retail $1.15

$.79
LH-90 C a ssette

manuf. sugg. retail $135.00

manuf. sugg. retail $1.^2

$109.99

$.99

TI-95 P rogram m ab le
S cien tific (not pictured)

HP-41CV
A dvanced
P rogram m ab le
C alculator

manuf. sugg. retail $200.00

$167.95

manuf. sugg. retciil $175.00
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TI-30 STAT
S cien tific
C alculator

Receive a coupon for a free
Advantage Module when you
purchase an HP-4ICVor HP-4ICX.

manuf. sugg.
retail $15.95

$10.59
Texas
In s t t r u m e n t s

$129.95

Sony
3 -1 /2 ” DSDD, 10 p a c k

$19.95/10 p a ck
5 -1 /4 ” DSDD, 10 p a c k

$8.95/10 p a c k
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IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BUILDING

HP-4ICX
E x te n d e d C a p ab ilities
P rogram m able
C alculator
(not pictured)
manuf. sugg. retail $249.00

$189.95
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SCORIBO.ARI)
DIVISION 11
FOOTBALL TOP 20
11. CAL POLY
12. Troy State
13. New Haven
14. Fort Valley State
15. Angelo State
16. Ashland
17. Central Florida
18. Grand Valley
19. S antaclara
20. Butler Mansfield

1. South Dakota State
2. Northern Michigan
3. Texas A&l
4. West Chester
5. Portland State
6. North Dakota State
T.Tuskagee
8. Eastern New Mexico
9. Northern Alabama
10. Indiana

Deadline for Ree Sports
tennis tourney is Thursday
Rec Sports will be taking ap
plications for its singles tennis
tournament until 4 p.m. Thurs
day.
The tournament is scheduled
for 9 a.m. Saturday and Sunday
at the tennis courts. It will have
both men’s and women’s divi

sions. The levels are advanced,
for those with high school or col
lege experience, intermediate and
beginner.
The entry fee is $l and each
participant must provide one can
of balls. Applications are being
accepted at the Rec Sports office.

Cal Poly climbs
to 11th in polls
The Cal Poly football team,
which ran its record to 5-0
after whipping Cal State
Hayward Saturday, has moved
up to No. 11 in the Division II
top-20 poll.
The Mustangs, ranked 13th
last last week, are one of two
Western Football Conference
teams on the list. The other is
No. 5 Portland State, which
will be in San Luis Obispo Oct.
31 to face the Mustangs in Cal
Poly’s homecoming game.
Cal Poly’s 5-0 start is its
best since 1973, when the
Mustangs finished 9-1.

Cal Poly’s Theresa Smith
and Claudia Hemmersbach
were named to the Volleyball
Monthly Invitational’s all
to u r n a m e n t
te am
la s t
weekend.
Smith, a senior outside hit
ter, nailed nine aces in the
Lady Mustangs’ final-match
loss to Colorado State, tying
the team record set last month
by Darci Pankhard.
Joining Smith and Hem
mersbach on the team were
Colorado State’s Angie Knox,
the most valuable player, and
Diane Saba; Julie Evans of
Pepperdine; and Lisa Smith of
Lousiana State.
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Water polo
club captures
tournament
The Cal Poly water polo club
won all four of its games last
weekend to capture the Cal Mar
itime Tournament in Vallejo.
The Mustangs were down, 4-3,
after three quarters in the final
but rallied to defeat Chico State,
6-5. Bob Frappia scored two of
the fourth-quarter goals and Jim
Long added the winning point.
Cal Poly reached the finals by
blowing out Chapman, 21-4, and
then defeating both Cal Maritime
and UC Davis, the top seed, by
one point.
The Mustangs’ Brian James
was named the tournament’s
most valuable player.
Cal Poly, with a record of 6-2,
will drive up Highway 1 today to
challenge Cuesta College. Game
time is 3 p.m.

CLASSIFIED
ACCOUNTING CLUB
MEETINGS
TUESDAY 11:00
RM 214, BUS. BLDG
SPEAKER: JOHN VANDUEREN
PEAT MARWICK
TALK TO US!'

AMA MEETS EVERY TUESDAY 11 00 AM
ARCH 225 ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!
AMA Presents FILM: SEPT 13
■WHAT THEY DON’T TEACH YOU AT
HARVARD' MTG TUES 11:00

ASI CONCERTS

presents

Fishbone

Sunday Oct. 18 8pm Chumash Aud. tix avail;
UU PLAZA, BOO BOO’S

ATTENTION
GOLDEN KEY

Come to the first meeting of the
year-tonight at 7:00 pm in UU
218. ACTIVITIES-PHILANTHROPYELECTIONS-FUN-SEE YOU THERE!
ATTENTION YOUNG PROFESSIONALS!
MEET SOME MORE EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONALS AT AM A’s ANNUAL
PROFESSIONAL DINNER,SAT OCT 17
SIGN UP AT AMA MTG SPACES ARE
LIMITED AND GOING FAST"____________
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS AMERICAN MAR
KETING ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO
COME TO AMA'S NEXT MEETING TO DIS
COVER WHAT BUSINESS IS ALL ABOUT'TOURS. GUEST SPEAKERS.SOCIAL AC
TIVITY, SPECIAL EVENTS. AND FRIENDLY
PEOPLE'T U ES 11AM ARCH 225 _______

GAY MEN
AND LESBIANS

There will be a GLSU meeting on
Wed Oct 14-We will be showing a
movie-for your enjoyment-MHE 152
PARTY WITH US
COME JOINE THE CP

WATER SKI

CLUB BEGINNERS WELCOME
MTG SCINO 206 WED 7:30 - DO IT"

SCE MEETING

THIS WED 7.30 ENGR 118
REPS FROM ASCE APWA ITE
MOVIES POPCORN FUN'
ENHANCE YOUR CAREER

SKI CLUB
MEETING WEDS OCT 14
Ag E n g r123
Kevin Doree from Gregg Stump
will be speaking
Party at the Flats immediately
foiling

SPEECH COMM. WORD OF MOUTH CLUB
PIZZA NIGHT AT WOODSTOCKS
COME MEET THE FACULTY AND EARN
EXTRA CREDIT BY BUYING THEIR
BEER WED.OCT.14 5-7PM
Student Community Services
OUTREACH program orientation will
be held;
multicultural center, UU
Thursday Oct 15 600pm
For any Volunteers willing to help
the disabled of our community

OUTREACH NEEDS SINCERE ENERGETIC
PEOPLE TO WORK WITH THE
DEVELOPMENTALY DISABLED.IF YOU
WANT TO HELP OTHERS,
AND YOU CAN MAKE A ONE QUARTER
COMMITTMENT COME TO ORIENTATION
MEETING TH OCT. 15 600PM IN THE
MULTI-CULTURAL CENTER-IN THE UU

p a L s o r ie n t a t io n m e e t in g

Anyone interested in the Poly Pals
program please come to the AG
building room 223 at 7:00pm
Tuesday Oct 13th For more
information call 756-2476.
TUTORS NEEDED FOR GRADES K-12
ARE YOU GOOD AT MATH? SCIENCE?
ENGLISH?CONTACT STUDENT COMMU
NITY
SERVICES AT 756-2476 OR STOP
BY UU217.
WHERE HAVE THE POLY PALS GONE??
All old pals please contact
student community services in
UU217 or call us at 756-2476
and tell us if you are still
matched.
PLEASE!'!
ASI Films is
proud to present

Does God really have a wife?
Mormons say yes! A 24 hour
message, phone 544-7620
Alert Ministry, PO Box 3406
San Luis Obispo, CA 93403

LEADERSHIP
TRAINING
WORKSHOP

Starts Oct 13. Learn skills to lead
effective meetings,build succesful
team identify your leadership style,
leaders: Dr Robert Cichowski from Poly &
Mary Cichowski Newman Program Director.
Tues 7:30pm
Newman ct. by Poly Health Ct.
Lose 10-29lbs in 30days guaranted Call Chris
543-8172________________________________
Party Animals!For erotic enter
tainment,Kattalena strips772-5809

PLATOON

See ad under EVENTS
ASI FINANCE COMMITTEE has
openings for Arch Engin. and
Secretary Pick up Applications
in UU217A Come join the Team

BERKELEY
SHAKESPEARE
FESTIVAL IN

HENRY 5
Oct. 15&16
CAL POLY THEATRE
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 756-1421

BOSTON

CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY
OCT 17
CAL POLY THEATRE
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 756-1421
Career Planning Workshop Oct 20th 3-5 PM
Counseling Services 5 4 6 - 2 5 1 1 _______
DO'V^UCARE ABOUT YOUR ULP
WANT TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP
SKILLS? GET INVOLVED AND JOIN THE
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. PICK UP
AN APPLICATION FROM LINDA LEE IN
UU 217A. DEADLINE IS THURS OCT 15
LIVE AT DK’S...

MIRACLE LEGION

Get Psyched for

DELTA SIGMA PHI
Starts Monday, October 12
Contact a Brother or Little
Sister for details.

LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA
THRASH-A-THON
’87

A 72hr skateboard marathon to
benefit National Cancer Society.

WHERE UNIVERSITY UNION PLAZA

SENIOR SERVICES ORIENTTION
MEETING!!! TUESDAY OCT 13th AT
7:00pm IN THE AG BUILDING ROOM
220'!! IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
HELPING SENIORS IN YOUR COMMUNITY
BE THERE""

I'm still typing For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
CALL KAREN 544-2692
Pro wordprocessing w spell check.
$1 85/pg.. SlOmin 481 -1573

WHEN: 12AM OCT14 TO 12AM OCT17
Come watch the nations hottest
pros defy all laws of gravity'
ORDER OF OMEGA
General member meeting Tuesday
October 13 at 9:30 pm in UU219

LEARN LIFETIME SKILLS...
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCES...
FLEX ABLE SCHEDULES...WE WILL WORK
AROUND YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE AND
Q U AR TER B R E A K SCHEDULE.
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
IN BAKING,COOKING,
SALAD PREP,CUSTOMER SERVICE,
WAREHOUSING, CUSTODIAL SERVICES,
DISH WASHING AND CLERICAL WORK.
APPLY WITH FOUNDATION
FOOD SERVICE
AREA SUPERVISOR OF YOUR CHOICE
OR CALL 756-1175 FOR MORE
INFORMATION___________________________

MACHINISTS
Students with Conventional or
CNC machining experience needed
for Part-time V^rk. Hours are
very flexible. Wage Starts at
6.50 hr. Contact Tim at 543-7149

QUALITY W ORD PROCESSING Fast
Cheap Revisions Spell Check Computer Education Sves 528-5049____________________
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona). laser printer w 100
type f onts
student rates.9am-6pm.M-Sat.544-2591

CAD SOFTWARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
2-D DRAFTING & 3-D DESIGN
SYSTEM. STUDENTS & FACULTY
$99.00 CALL NOW - ONSITE
SYSTEMS 549-8191
COUCH/HEATER 4-SALE 544-4282
FOR SALE SILVER FOX MARRETTI
MOPED: ALL CHROME, PERFECT COND,
1015 MILES. NEW TIRES $250 LET'S
TALK 995-3289________________ _________
McIntosh Plus w/20Meg Harddisk Imagewnter
Printer Excel Jazz and other software $2400
Call Andy 544-4361__________________
MICROWAVE 700watt Kenmore
digital $ 150 Jeff at 541-2839
PUPS FOR SALE xint working K9 BW
8Wk 1shots wormed 549-8264 541-3493

1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles
recently tuned runs great Black with new
Metzeler tires With helmet. 81000. A great
deal Call Matt at 544-4329 or 756-1143

PHI DELTA THETA

WISHES TO CONGRADULATE THE
BETA PLEDGE CLASS-GET ARROUSED'
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Little Sister Rush

SLO CO REVUE

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
LITTLE SISTER RUSH
Wed Oct. 14 Slide Show
7.30pm
Further Events TBA

THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE.
TOTAL DISCOUNT
ALL BOOKS IN STOCK DISCOUNTED
YOU SAVE 10-35% ON EVERY
GENERAL BOOK PURCHASE
EL CORRAL SAVES YOU MONEY

IMPORTANT INFO:

THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN
ADVANCE._______________________________
SCREEN PRINTER quality conscious
dependable, flex, hours 543-7991

PRESENTS

W/GUESTS HARD RAIN
8PM 21& UP $4
TOMORROW NIGHT!

Speed Reading Seminar Oct 15th 10AM12Noon Chase HAH Room 102 546-1256

— FREE— FREE— FREE—
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING
WATERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED
BY SO CAL GAS CALLENERGY 544-4355
•MICKI & HELEN-________________________
IF YOU NEED IT NOW, WE DELIVER! TSHIRT PRINTING-HIGH QUALITY- LOW
PRICES- CHEAP T ’S 995-2560____________

C O N V E N IE N T
O N-CAM PUS
EMPLOYMENT!

Little Sister Rush!

Thurs Oct 15 Slide Show
Ag Eng 123 7:30 Semi-Formal
Fri Oct 16 3:00 Sundown
Barbeque at Cuesta Park
Sat Oct 17 Bonfire Port San Luis

Coming in just 4 days
Tuesday Oct 13 8-11 pm
Sandwich Plant, presented by
ASI FINE ARTS

PART-TIME SECRETARY Looking for
a responsible person to fill a
part-time job as a secretary Must
balance check statements and
file receipts Wall groomed.cheerful. good with people Learn how
to answer telephones We will
train Please inquire in person
Telephone number for appointments
IS 541-2957 or 544-7979 Ask for
Tim or Melissa.

CORRECTION:

THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE. NOT
12 00 NOON

ASI WASHINGTON DC TRIP!
A CAL POLY CAPITAL ADVENTURE
INTEREST MEETING
TUES OCT 13 6PMUU220
TRIP IS ONLY $340 & INCLUDES
RT AIRFARE & 8 NIGHTS LODGING
‘ PLUS MUCH MORE” FOR MORE INFO
COME TO GULLIVERS travel.UU546 8612

YOGURT
FRENZY

Alpha Phi presents Yogurt Night
at Victah's
tuesday. October 13 6 to 9 pm
(next to Park Suites in Madonna Plaza)

Best Picture of ’86'

PLATOON

in Chumash Aud. only $1.50
FRI & SAT 7:00 & 9:40

POLY ROYAL IS
BACK

With a 56th annual theme contest.
Think of a winning entry, and
along with your name and phone
no.: drop it off at UU info desk.
UU214 or the Library Prizes for
winner

78 Bonneville.gd cond.new tires
luxury car P.'S.P'B.P W.P seat.
$500 OBO 541-5670

1 M OR F TO SHARE A LARGE RM IN
MUSTANG VILLAGE. FULLY FURN-ISHED
$180/M OR $165/M IF PAID IN FULL CALL
DEREK 544-3911_________________________
2 ROOMMATES Needed New Condo only
3 m inute w alk to school. W asher
dryer.microwave well furnished I am ready
to negot.$ Will have to share room but will
be cheap 541-303 3
Rm to share 40 yds from Poly Grt
place Call Brian/John 544-5843

DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at $395. Low Security Deposits Phone
Daily 9am-6pm 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR._____________________________________
FOR RENT 2BEDROOM 2BATH CONDOS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS SWIMMINGPOOL.
RECREATION ROOM AND LAUNDRY
$750 MONTHLY $750 SECURITY
CALL 546-8555

TRUCK DRIVER

$200 REWARD

Silver and blue Elite 150 Scooter stolen from
Health Center parking lot between 8 and 10
pm Sat the 3rd Reward for INFO Leading to
recovery CONTACT MIKE at 541-4469
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY"CENTER“
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
’A FRIEND FOR LIFE’

WHITE VW BUS STUCK AT END OF
MADONNA ROAD 10/7 I LEFT MY PACK IN
YOUR VAN, PLEASE CALL 541-6342

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS
IN 30 DAYS GUARANTEED' 481-1128

LOCAL DELIVERY OF BUILDING
MATERIALS PART TIME HOURS MIN
AGE 21 MUST HAVE TRUCK EXPERIENCE
AND GOOD DRIVING RECORD CLASS
1 LICENSE NOT REQUIRED CALL
WEEKDAYS 8AM-11AM 544-1375________
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA is now accepting
applications for delivery help.
Earn good money at a fun place to
work Apply in person at 1015
Court St SLO

BUYING A HOUSE?For a free list of all the
affordable houses/condos for sale in SLO.
including condos near poly, call Steve Nelson
543- 8370. Farrell Sm ^h inc.leave msg
Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packet
available on campus Call Marguerite C21
541-3432_______________________________
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale in
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou, Real
tor, 543-0803
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HOMELESS
F ro m page 1

Eileen Cavalier with the Zadakah
House. “ Violent people are not
allowed on our bus. Fifty percent
of the people we serve would not
be suitable for employment
because they just don't have the
mental capacity to hold down a
job.’’
The other 50 percent are people
who need transitional housing.
They need more of a long-term,
temporary shelter where they
can pull themselves together and
get back on their feet before they
go out looking for jobs. The
2Ladakah House is funded by
private donations and by the
Salvation Army.
The Salvation Army is in the
process of petitioning the city for
a permit to operate a temporary
shelter for up to 35 people from
November through April. The
shelter would provide mostly
transitional housing and offer
adult education.
Part of the problem that fami
lies face is the lack of subsidized
housing in San Luis Obispo.
Though the cost of living on the
Central Coast is accelerating at a
rapid pace, jobs continue to offer
low wages with few or no
benefits. Even with two incomes,
families with children have a

Mustang Daily
them won’t go down to the creek
bed to look at the tin pan and fire
that some people have to use.’’
Another problem is busing.
Often cities pay for the homeless
to be bussed to Los Angeles or
San Francisco to mesh with the
street people in those cities.
When President Reagan goes to
his ranch in Santa Barbara, the
street people are bused up to San
these families have been evicted Luis Obispo. When the Pope
from former residences because passed through Los Angeles the
of discrimination against their pattern was repeated.
children, or because of the te
California houses 10.9 percent
nant’s inability to pay rent.
of the nation’s homeless, accor
According to Joel Dillinger of ding to Jan Bradford of the
the California Rural Legal California Special Training In
Assistance, it costs a minimum stitute. There are 3 million
of $1,500 to get into a permanent homeless nationwide, up from 2.5
home after being evicted. “ 1 at million in 1984.
tribute this to the failure of the
“ The average time someone is
city to establish a countywide
on
welfare in California is 18
housing authority that would
prevent unauthorized evictions months. There are no third
by landlords,’’ he said. “ They generation welfare recipients
(the city) are too busy fixing here, as there are in the East,’’
potholes in the street. People she said. One of the main reasons
who apply for welfare are handed why people go on welfare is the
30 percent drop-out rate in high
a stack of papers a half-inch school. Forty percent of the
thick, which are almost impossi dropouts are minorities.
ble to fill out and many appli
While it may seem that there
cants don’t have the mental ca
are
many groups offering help to
pacity to fill them out. You need
a lawyer these days to fill out a the homeless, those who look for
help are not always welcomed
welfare application.
with open arms.
“ The food stamp people are the
Michael Allen, a senior biology
same way,’’ continued Dillinger.
major,
and his roommates found
“ They want to be sure that reci
pients have a method of being that out the hard way.
“ One of my roommate Jim’s
able to cook the food, yet most of

hard time making ends meet
because of the high rent. Mobile
homes, typically the cheapest
housing available, can’t be rented
(legally) to families with children.
There are families who are living
in the campgrounds at Lopez
Lake, whose children cannot at
tend school because they don’t
have a permanent address. Often

DUI

idents and the Greeks. She also
helps out with a first-offenders

From page 1
has spoken to the dormitory res-

class, and will be speaking to
local groups like the Elks Club.

friends brought this guy over
and asked us if he could sleep at
our house for a couple nights
because he didn’t have anywhere
else to go. Our house policy is
that we’ll let someone spend two
nights on our couch, and then he
has to get out.’’
What Allen and his roommates
didn’t know was that the guy
was in a wheelchair. “ Besides the
imposition of having a stranger
in our house, the fact that he had
to rely on us to bathe him and do
other things for him, because he
couldn’t reach cupboards or the
freezer, was a real pain,’’ he said.
“ It was like baby-sitting.’’
Although Allen and his room
mates repeatedly told their
guest, who’s name was William,
that he would have to find
another place to live, he made no
effort to find a place. They called
Roandoak of God, a shelter in
Morro Bay, Grass Roots and the
Salvation Army. People at each
place told Allen that they either
had no room for William, or that
they flat out didn’t want him,
leaving Allen and his roommates
to deal with the problem of get
ting William to leave.
“ We finally just told him after
five days that he had to get out.
It was a really frustrating situa
tion because we wanted to help
the guy, but we couldn’t keep
him at our place any more.’’

CALENDAR
• Political
Science
professor
Richard Kranzdorf will talk on
his recent overland trek from
Pakistan to China, “ The Road to
Kashgar,’’ Tuesday, Oct. 13 at
11 a.m. in UU 217D. The event is
sponsored by the Multi-Cultural
Center.
•Changing sexual attitudes on
the college campus will be
discussed thr ough the CN
broadcast of “ Sex on Campus,’’
Wednesday, Oct. 14 at 7 p.m. in
Chumash auditorium. The event
is sponsored by ASI TV pro
gramming.
•Valentine Garcia-Smith, ad
missions officer from UC Davis,
will speak on “ Admission to Vet
School’’ Wednesday, Oct. 13 at 7
p.m. in Dexter Hall, room 227.
The event is sponsored by the
veterinary science club.

NOTABLES
•Cal Poly’s Disabled Students
Unlimited has named Roy and
the 1987 readers of the year. The
Winoa Green and Jack Faust as
Greens were the first readers in
volved in the program, which
started three years ago. Readers
verbally record textbooks for
handicapped students.

THE M USTANG TAVERN
1347 Monterey, San Luis Obispo

Specials...

WED. & F R I...25Í m u g s/1.50 pitchers
SATURDAY....$i.oo c o r o n a
SUNDAY ......$1.50 PITCHERS
*6 Pool Tables ALL The Time*

!ifa ^

TREASURE HUNT -K

AUTOBODV, PAINT & TINT SHOP __

Last Clue

QUALirr PRODUCTS
AND TRAINED
PROFESSIONAUNSTALLERS

• 98%
Ultraviolet
Reduction

5 YEAR WARRANTY

• 32%
Heat
Reduction

ask for details/

• Special
Abrasion
Resistant
Coating

Maybe an art or photo exhibit nearby. Maybe
not. Try the union. Don’t touch the exhibits.
— It’s not behind or under them.

• 81%
Glare
Reduction

$ 1 0 0 PRIZE

F e a t u r in g T o p Q u a lit y W o r k m a n s h ip !

731 Buckley R d « SLO
H u iliin u o fid In d u s tria l P ark

Hm CQP Hm Q

Gift Certificates
Available

Daily clues Available at Campus Store Oct. 6 - Oct. 13
Mon.-Fri. 6:30 A.M.-I0:00 P.M. Sat.-Sun. 9:00 A.M .-I0:00 P.M.

NOW, PROFESSIONAL PINSTRIPINQ BY "STRIPER DICK.*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,
I

I:

.

C heck o u t o u r

DAILY SPiCIALS!

Good for $1.00 off
any large sub
EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1987

tilDELUXE BURGERS

The
BURGER Factory

374 Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo
543-2363

4 P.M. TO 10 P.M. DAILY

The

WE TAKE

BURGER
Factory
vS

Drive-in

PHONE ORDERS

5 4 3 '2 3 t 3

374 Santa Rosa, San Luis Obispo

10:30 a .m . to 10 p.m .

7 Daysa Wook

Good for $1.00 off
any large sub
EXPIRES OCT. 31, 1987

The
BURGER Factory

374 Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo
543-2363

